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SYNTHESE:

Dans le but d'améliorer la sécurité et la fiabilité des centrales nucléaires, EDF a
développé de nouveaux systèmes de surveillance pour les principaux composants :
groupes turbo-altemateurs, organes d'admission, pompes primaires, cuve, détection de
corps errants.

De nouvelles techniques d'acquisition et de traitement du signal, ainsi que de
nouveaux algorithmes de diagnostic ont été mis en place et tous ces systèmes reposent
sur les mêmes concepts de la surveillance.

Parallèlement, le système PSAD est en cours de développement n intègre
chacun de ces systèmes et, mis à la disposition des opérateurs en centrale, il permet de
faire un diagnostic de l'état de la tranche à partir d'un ensemble d'outils complets et
ergonomiques.

L'architecture du PSAD est suffisamment flexible pour garantir une distribution
optimale des traitements qui se déroulent à l'emplacement le plus adéquat, ainsi qu'une
évolutivité globale du système.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY :

Electricité de France is constantly in search of means to improve safety and
availability in its nuclear power plants. To this end, EDF has designed new monitoring
systems for the major components of its units : for turbogenerator and inlet valves
monitoring, for reactor coolant pumps monitoring, for internal structures monitoring
and for loose parts detection. New techniques for signal acquisition and processing for
diagnosis are used and all these monitoring systems are designed with the same general
concept on monitoring.

Simultaneously, a workstation for.monitoring and aid in diagnosis (PSAD) is
under development. It will integrate every monitoring system and will constitute an
indispensable tool for plant personnel, enabling them to diagnose the condition of plant
equipment, and providing them with high efficiency and user-friendly tools.

The PSAD will have a flexible architecture, guaranteeing optimum distribution
of computing power to make it available where it is needed.
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ABBREVIATIONS

EDF
IVS
ISS
LPD
PSAD

RCP
RMS
TGS

Electricité de France
Inlet ValveS (monitoring function)
Internal Structures (monitoring function)
Loose Part Detection (function)
Poste de Surveillance et d'Aide au Diagnostic (Moniîiring and diagnosis
Aid Station)
Reactor Coolant Pumps (monitoring function)
Root Mean Square
Turbo-GeneratorS (monitoring function)



I INTRODUCTION

Even under normal operating conditions, an installation is subject to equipment wear
which may sometimes result in incidents or accidents. It is, therefore, important to
maintain the installation in good working order. Equipment monitoring is one aspect of
maintenance policy. Its purpose is to prevent major risks, to detect faults at an early
stage and analyse them after detection.

Since the beginning of the French nuclear program, EDF has looked for ways to
improve availibility and safety of its nuclear units. Two monitoring systems have,
therefore, been designed by the Research and Development Division during the 70's.
One is devoted to the monitoring of the nuclear steam supply system and the other
performs on-line monitoring of the turbogenerator. The efficiency of these systems has
been proven by then- feed-back, but several limitations have been identified :

- difficulties in data interpretation by plant operators,
- difficulty in data communication between the plant operator and the experts,
- time consuming activities in operation and maintenance of these systems,
- heterogeneous technologies and programming languages,
- no extension capabilities for the equipment.

The concept of a Monitoring and Diagnosis Aid Station (Poste de Surveillance et
d'Aide au Diagnostic : PSAD) has been developed. It federates the processing of
monitoring organized into several functions. These functions include monitoring of
turbogenerator and inlet valves, reactor coolant pumps, monitoring of internal
structures and detection of loose parts.

This paper, primarily, presents the general concepts of monitoring and the different
monitoring functions. A general description of PSAD is then proposed.

i!l MONITORING FUNCTIONS

Achieving efficient monitoring requires a series of studies :
- identification of incidents liable to affect the behaviour of the plant component,
- definition of descriptors representing the behaviour of the machine. These

descriptors are determined from specific signal and information processing
operations. Their definition is based on physical studies of faults and feed-back
analysis.

Therefore, specific care has to be devoted to the definition of measurement
instrumentation which will be used for signal acquisition. This includes the numbers of
sensors, their type, position,.... The characteristics of sensors depend on the cost as
well as the installation accessibility and the diagnosis level requked. Few sensors are
needed for detection, but more sensors are useful! for diagnosis.

To achieve faults diagnosis, two functions are used : fault detection function and
diagnosis function.

1) Fault detection function
This function must be automatic. It usually takes the form of an alarm signal which

is triggered when thresholds are crossed. However, this type of detection can only be
used for extreme cases. Early detection systems, involving statistical methods or
pattern recognition process can also be used to know when something wrong is
happening.
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2) Diagnosis function
This function is not necessarily and completely automatic. Information can be

processed to reveal one or several faults. Information should be presented to the
operator in the most appropriate form. Its interpretation often requires specialist
knowledge. Knowledge based systems can also be used to help the operator with
diagnosis.

Turbo-Generators (TGS) and Reactor Coolant Pumps (RCP^
Monitoring Functions

Turbogenerator and reactor coolant pump monitoring is vibratory analysis. The major
faults occuring on every rotating machine can be classified in categories of faults with
similar consequences on every machine : unbalances, coupling faults, cracks,
misalignment, loosening of bearings, cracks,... The analysed descriptors come from
operation and thermohydraulic signals obtained from sensors placed on bearings and
shaft line for the turbogenerator and on the pumps, the coupling, the motors and the
shell bolt for the reactor coolant pump. These descriptors are caracteristical parameters
of lines in the spectrum related to the rotation, such as HR (vibration at the rotation
frequency. ^R/2> ^2R. —» form factor (Peak value/Root Mean Square), peak values,
spectrum, vibration residues.

Beside classical monitoring based on threshold overstep and diagnosis evolution,
three additionnai automatic processes have been elaborated.

Identification of critical speed. At the end of each run-down, a modal
identification algorithm determines the critical speeds, the modal damping and the
modal participations. The processs is carried out automatically. A signal is set off if,
during successive run-downs, these parameters overstep defined ranges. This process
is not in use for reactor coolant pumps monitoring.

Identification of natural frequencies. The reactions of a rotating machine
to harmonic excitations and the large wave modal reactions can be drawn from
spectrum analysis. As a matter of fact, a certain number of points of the spectrum
correspond to a resonance peak and the definition of modal parameters from a
resonance peak is carried out automatically. A signal is set off if the evolution of these
parameters oversteps a defined range, for a given period of time.

Statistical analysis. A supervision based on statistical analysis has been
elaborated. Its goal is to statistically characterize reference states for the behaviour of
machines and to be able to diagnose mechanical deterioration by following the changes
in these references in the course of time. Two types of errors are detected using these
pattern recognition algorithm : vibratory crisis when the state of the monitored machine
is no longer within the reference state or vibratory evolution of the state of reference
itself.

After these automatic monitoring processes have been performed, the operator can
intervene using an interactive graphic interface. It allows the operator to choose the
most suitable representation to display and diagnose different phenomena such as
curves as a function of time or frequency, polar diagrams and cascades spectrum.
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fig. 1 : graphical representations of data

Inlet Valves (IVS) Monitoring Function

The inlet valves monitoring function (TVS) is a part of the turbogenerator monitoring
function. The faults to be detected are tightness faults, sticking, seat/body separation,
steam break. The specific analysed signals are inlet valves acceleration, closure time
and valves positions.

The same processes are applied to the parameters obtained from these signals.

Internal Structures (ISS) monitoring functions

Vibratory monitoring of internal PWR structures aims at verifying the good
mechanical behavior of the hold-down spring, the attachments on the core barrel
thermal shield, and the fuel assemblies. The potential risks include loss of functions,
rupture of flexures and deformation, or even rupture of fuel assembly spring sets and
centering phis. The objective is also to diagnose any malfunctions not yet observed.

Monitoring in this case is based on spectrum analysis of two types of signal:
- accelerometers which detect forced vibration of internals on the reactor vessel,
- ex-core neutron chambers on which the incident neutron flux varies with the

thickness of the water layer between the core barrel and the reactor vessel.
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Detection of internal structure vibration calls for identification, characterization and
temporal monitoring of the vibratory peaks corresponding to the vibration modes of the
structures, primarily in ranges below 40 Hz.

Slow mechanical behavior changes implies increases of vibratory levels and decreases
of frequency. Periodical analysis of the behavior of a structure enables detection of
such changes. Furthermore, continuous monitoring of vibration levels enables detection
of unusual signal variations, pointing up the beginning of some kind of degradation.
This involves observing any exceeding of the threshold of the frequency bands centered
on the phenomena one wants to detect.

ISS (the internal structures monitoring function) must also be able to discriminate
normal evolutions in amplitude, indicating the passage from one normal state to another
normal state. These different states correspond to different types of contact between
internals and vessel. In addition, ISS must be able to ignore the general increase in
monitoring signal level due to burnup.

EDF/DER/EP/SDM
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Loose parts detection (LPD) function

The primary cooling system in nuclear power plants includes a great numbsr of
components which are subject to major stresses; certain parts can break off and be
carried away with circulating coolant. If these parts are too large, they remain in a
specific zone called the "trapping zone". Such objects, which may weigh several
hundred grams, risk generating major and costly damage.
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While such incidents are rare, an automatic monitoring system must be able to detect
loose parts and, where necessary, alert plant operators.

Here, the principle of detection is based on the emission of acoustic waves by these
objects as they hit the walls of the primary cooling system. Certain deductions can be
made from the physics of this phenomenon:

- When a loose part hits the structure of the extended primary cooling system, the
waves produced by the impact are propagated throughout the structure. The signal
then shows a non-stationarity known as a transient. Furthermore, the sensors
capture the signal almost simultaneously as the waves are propagated. This
appearance of coinciding transients on the different parts of a given zone is
characteristic of a mechanical impact.

- Because the loose parts are trapped, they hit the structure in a repetitive manner. A
coinciding emission rate is therefore characteristic of a loose part.

EDF/DER;EP/SDM
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fig. 3 : transients and coinciding

The objective of this type of signal processing is for an alarm to be triggered for loose
parts only, or for other extremely rare cases, while alerting the operator to any doubtful
cases. Other phenomena may also appear in the measured signal, and in order to
prevent false alarms, it is necessary:

- to suppress primary pump noise, whose frequency is lower than that produced by
loose parts,

- to suppress hydraulic background noise, so that all transients are clearly
distinguished from the background noise,

- not to take predictable, known transients into account, due for example to
movement of the control rods.

LPD (the loose-part detection function) then proposes three levels of detection:
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1) automatic detection of a highly probable loose part and triggering of an alarm in the
control room,

2) automatic detection of an abnormal phenomenon, triggering a warning,
3) manual detection by the operator, who listens to the signal and compares it with the

data stored in the system;

The detection is followed by two levels of diagnosis:
1) localizing of any phenomenon is performed automatically. Viewing the data and

listening to the signal then enable the operator to carry out his diagnosis in simple
cases,

2) for difficult cases, data is transferred to Research and Diagnosis Department experts
for in-depth analysis.

Ill GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF PSAD

General purpose of PSAD

The overall objective of PSAD is to provide plant personnel and experts with an
efficient and user-friendly aid in decision making for the detection of failures.
Therefore, the PSAD is, primarily, a tool for operation teams. It provides services such
as flexible processing of monitored data, diagnostic capabilities organised according to
the monitoring functions. These modules provide assistance to operation teams for
diagnosis and data interpretation.

Secondly, PSAD is designed for specialists or experts who have to deal with difficult
and not yet identified cases.

To satisfy the major purposes of monitoring, the PSAD system performs distributed
monitoring and every task is achieved at the most appropriate place (in the plant,
automatically and in real time, or remotely if the complexity of the diagnosis requires
it).

Strong effort has been put on user-friendliness, configurability and flexibility :
whatever the type of processing and the place of execution, users see a single system
adapted to their particular needs and the man-machine interface is constant and
homogeneous. Plant description data can be modified without stopping the system.
PSAD is designed with a flexible hardware and software architecture so as to accept
new monitoring functions in the future.

Software architecture of PSAD

Processing is organised into two major categories : real-time processing and off-line
processing.

Real-time processing. The acquisition cycles regularly survey acquisition
cards (electronic or micro-processor based cards) in order to obtain the permanent 1st
level descriptors. They are directly converted into phyisical units by means of
coefficients defined during the sensor configuration. 1st level descriptors concern the
RMS and Peak values, spectrum components, sampled time data, etc...

More specific monitoring descriptors are obtained by calculation or combination of 1st
level descriptors through specific real time software programs. These descriptors,
called 2nd level descriptors are used to produce messages indicating faults. They
include averaging of descriptors, covariance matrix for statistical detection.
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The system is able to deliver two kinds of on-line faults messages : anomalies
related to validity of measurements and anomalies related to the detection of faults on
the behaviour of the monitored machine.

One of the major difficulties to overcome is the definition of compression functions
and thresholds in order to store increasingly specific data in ever decreasing quantities
and with minimum loss of information. The system only stores the descriptors
indicated by a compression function.

Off-line jarocessing. 3rd level descriptors are computed off-line from 1st
level and 2nd level descriptors in order to complete the characterization of the system.
"Slow" processing software programs are used. More complex analysis, such as run-
down analysis, can be performed when an alarm characterizing a specific phenomenon
occurs. Compression functions can be aplied to these descriptors.

"Slow" faults are elaborated to characterize slow evolutive modifications in the
performance or the behaviour of the monitored machines.

More sophisticated software are developed to assist in analysis and interpretation of
data acquired through PSAD :

- graphic software enable observation and analysis of data,
- knowledge based systems are developed to provide operation teams with assistance

in interpretation and diagnosis.
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fig. 4 : Elaboration of PSAD data
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Hardware architecture of PSAD

The hardware architecture is strutured in four levels :
- on a machine level (reactor coolant pumps, vessel), on-line monitoring systems,
- on the unit level (a complete production unit), the main workstation,
- on the site level (a set of units on a given location), the analysis worsktation,
- on the national level (at the headquaters of Power Generation Division or at the

Research and Development Division), remote workstations.

The on-line monitoring systems. Monitoring systems are close to the
monitored components of the plant; they provide 1st level and 2nd level descriptors and
fault messages. There is no direct interface between plant personnel and monitoring
systems except for test operations.

The Main Workstation. There is one Main Workstation for each nuclear unit. It
provides interface with plant operators. The 3rd level descriptors and the "slow" faults
messages are elaborated by the Main Workstation. Operation teams are informed of
malfunctions of the monitored components by an automatic display of faults messages.
All data are stored at the Main Workstation and operators can consult all historical data
using sophisticated data display software.

The Analysis Workstation. On each plant site there is one Analysis
Workstation connected to the set of Main Workstations. The Analysis Workstation is
designed for off-line analysis of events, abnormal situation or past events. This is a tool
for monitoring and maintenance personnel. All pre-diagnosis software is triggered upon
request from the operators and can access all data stored in the connected Main
Workstations.

Communication between the Analysis Workstation and the Main Workstations is
ensured through a plant site local network.

The Remote Workstation. Remote Workstations will be located at the
Headquarters of the Generation Division and at the Research and Development
Division. They will be used by national experts or specialists of monitored components
to confirm or complete a pre-diagnosis initiated on site.

Their design is similar to the Analysis Workstation and they can access all data from
every Main Workstation they are connected to. Data transfer between the Main
Workstation and the Remote Workstation is performed through national network.
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fig. 5 : Architecture of PSAD

IV PERSPECTIVES

Actually, PSAD is still under development. It will be insatlled on site in September,
1994. The five presented monitoring functions, for nuclear power plants, will be
successively integrated hi PSAD.

The flexible architecture of the complete system will enable to modify the existing
functions. It will also enable to add or to replace new monitoring functions when
necessary or to use PSAD for other kinds of machines since the general monitoring
concepts can be applied.
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